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Abstract

Recent observations from Juno provided a detailed view of Jupiter’s magnetodisk, including its magnetic fields, waves, plasmas

and energetic particles. Here, we contribute to Juno results by determining the electric currents threading the magnetodisk and

their coupling to field-aligned currents (FAC) in the midnight-to-dawn local time sector. We first derive from Juno magnetic

field data the spatial distributions of the height-integrated radial (Ir) and azimuthal (Ia) currents in the magnetodisk, and

then calculate the FACs from the divergence of the two current components. The Ir-associated FAC, Jr, flows into and out of

the magnetodisk at small and large radial distances, respectively, approximately consistent with the axisymmetric corotation

enforcement model. On the other hand, Ia decreases with increasing local time everywhere in the local time sector covered,

indicating an additional FAC (Ja) flowing out of the magnetodisk. From Ia and Ja, we conclude that the influence of the solar

wind, which compresses the dayside magnetosphere and thus breaks the axisymmetry of currents and fields, reaches deep to a

radial distance of at least 20 Jupiter radii. Our results provide observational constraints on Jupiter’s magnetosphere-ionosphere-

thermosphere coupling current systems, on their relation to the main auroral emission and on the radial mass transport rate in

the magnetodisk, which we estimate to be close to ˜1500 kg/s.
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Abstract15

Recent observations from Juno provided a detailed view of Jupiter’s magnetodisk,16

including its magnetic fields, waves, plasmas and energetic particles. Here, we contribute17

to Juno results by determining the electric currents threading the magnetodisk and their18

coupling to field-aligned currents (FAC) in the midnight-to-dawn local time sector. We19

first derive from Juno magnetic field data the spatial distributions of the height-integrated20

radial (Ir) and azimuthal (Ia) currents in the magnetodisk, and then calculate the FACs21

from the divergence of the two current components. The Ir-associated FAC, Jr, flows into22

and out of the magnetodisk at small and large radial distances, respectively,23

approximately consistent with the axisymmetric corotation enforcement model. On the24

other hand, Ia decreases with increasing local time everywhere in the local time sector25

covered, indicating an additional FAC (Ja) flowing out of the magnetodisk. From Ia and26

Ja, we conclude that the influence of the solar wind, which compresses the dayside27

magnetosphere and thus breaks the axisymmetry of currents and fields, reaches deep to a28

radial distance of at least 20 Jupiter radii. Our results provide observational constraints29

on Jupiter’s magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere coupling current systems, on their30

relation to the main auroral emission and on the radial mass transport rate in the31

magnetodisk, which we estimate to be close to ∼1500 kg/s.32

1 Introduction33

Jupiter has the largest magnetosphere among the planets in the solar system. Its34

magnetosphere is dominated by plasma originating from the moon Io, which orbits35

Jupiter at about 5.9 RJ (Jupiter radii, about 71,400 km) and supplies about 1-ton plasma36

per second to the magnetosphere [e.g. Thomas et al., 2004; Delamere et al., 2005]. The37

fresh Iogenic plasma injected into the magnetosphere as a result of ionization of Io torus38

neutral particles is picked up by the corotating electric field and dragged into corotation39

with Jupiter. The resulting centrifugal force drives, via interchange of flux tubes [Hill ,40

1976; Southwood and Kivelson, 1987], a strong outward radial transport of Iogenic plasma41

to large Jovicentric distances, stretching magnetic field lines near the centrifugal equator42

and generating an extended magnetodisk at all local times. This magnetic field43

configuration is supported by an azimuthal current disc [Hill and Michel , 1976] confined44

near the equator in the middle and outer magnetosphere [e.g. Smith et al., 1976; Khurana,45

2001; Liu et al., 2021]. Models of the configuration of this magnetodisk, which have46
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clarified the relative contributions of the centrifugal force, plasma pressure gradient force47

and pressure anisotropy force to its equilibrium, have been developed first by Caudal48

[1986] and more recently by Nichols et al. [2015] and Millas et al. [2023]. The Jovian49

magnetodisk is rather thin compared to its horizontal extent: in the midnight-to-dawn50

local time sector, it extends horizontally from ∼20 RJ to ∼100 RJ , whereas in the vertical51

direction its half-thickness is only ∼1-2 RJ in general [e.g. Khurana et al., 2022; Liu et al.,52

2021].53

When flowing outward, the plasma angular velocity decreases as a result of the Coriolis54

force, which works to conserve angular momentum in the flow and drives an outward55

radial current in the disk. The net divergence of this radial current in turn generates, in a56

steady state case, a third component of electric currents associated to the disk: a system57

of magnetic-field-aligned currents which flow into or out of the two conjugate ionospheres58

and close horizontally inside their conducting layers. Overall, the global current system59

generated by the outflow of Iogenic plasma transfers angular momentum between the60

magnetodisk and the upper atmosphere of the planet, thus fully or partly maintaining61

corotation of the magnetodisk with the planet. Finally, magnetic field lines threading the62

magnetodisk are drawn out of the meridian plane into a a sweep-back configuration under63

the effect of the radial current, as described by Khurana and Kivelson [1993]. This64

current produces a J×B force towards the east that tends to accelerate the plasma back65

toward corotation.66

This description, commonly referred to as the corotation enforcement model, focuses67

solely on the concurrent roles of internal sources of plasma (Io) and momentum (planetary68

rotation) in shaping the magnetodisk configuration and its three associated current69

systems. It was initially formulated by Hill [1979] and later developed in detail and used70

for predictions at Jupiter [Cowley and Bunce, 2001; Hill , 2001; Ray et al., 2014]. One of71

its main merits has been to provide a successful explanation of the Jovian main aurora, as72

departures of magnetospheric plasma flows from rigid corotation are observed at radial73

distances mapping along field lines to the location of the main auroral emission. However,74

this interpretation of the main aurora has been recently challenged on the basis of Juno75

and other observations by Bonfond et al. [2020], who showed that it displays significant76

azimuthal, inter-hemispheric and temporal variations and has been proven to be77

influenced by solar wind conditions [e.g. Gurnett et al., 2002; Yao et al., 2019, 2022].78
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Thus there is no doubt that the effects of solar wind interactions with the Jovian79

magnetosphere should be added to this picture. Southwood and Kivelson [2001] analyzed80

the consequences of the time-dependent contractions and expansions of the dayside81

magnetosphere by the solar wind pressure, which are expected to produce strong82

local-time asymmetries (particularly dayside-nightside) in plasma flows, current systems83

and auroral features: see the review of these local time asymmetries by Arridge et al.84

[2016]. Khurana [2001] showed from the analysis of night-side Galileo magnetic field data85

that magnetodisk radial and azimuthal currents both display strong local time86

asymmetries and both contribute to the generation of field-aligned currents. In their view,87

the divergence of azimuthal currents at dawn and dusk they deduced from Galileo88

observations feeds an additional field-aligned current system, superposed to the corotation89

enforcement one, that results from solar wind control effects deep into the magnetosphere.90

Khurana et al. [2022] later determined quantitatively the magnetodisk thickness,91

confirming that it is significantly larger on the dusk-side than on the night-side. They92

interpreted this feature as the effect of a single Dungey-type circulation cell generating a93

region of open magnetic flux confined to the dawn-side magnetosphere.94

There is currently no consensus on how the solar wind interaction influences internal95

magnetospheric dynamics: see again Arridge et al. [2016]. One view is that it results from96

merely internal processes modulated by the confinement of plasma flows inside a strongly97

asymmetric magnetospheric cavity [Delamere and Bagenal , 2010]. The other one is that98

Jovian and interplanetary magnetic fields reconnect over a limited area of the99

magnetopause on the dawnside, producing there a domain of open flux that distorts the100

configuration and flows of the magnetodisk and the corresponding auroral features. Both101

scenarios predict dawn-dusk and noon-midnight asymmetries in magnetodisk and102

field-aligned currents that need to be informed by direct observations. In this context,103

determination of the actual current systems linked to the magnetodisk is of the utmost104

interest. In his pioneering work, Khurana [2001] determined the basic morphology of these105

current systems on the nightside from Galileo data and revealed their dawn-dusk106

asymmetry. More recently, Lorch et al. [2020] extended this work to all local times. Using107

all magnetic field data available from space missions until July 2018, including a first set108

of Juno orbits, they calculated magnetodisk and field-aligned current systems at all local109

times, mainly confirming the existence of a significant divergence of azimuthal currents110
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and the importance of their determination for future studies of111

magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (MIT) coupling at Jupiter.112

Magnetospheric science with Juno [Bagenal et al., 2017] has revolutionized our113

understanding of many open questions. Thanks to its unique eccentric polar orbit, it has114

provided new insight into the ionospheric component of MIT coupling current systems.115

Juno observations of the auroral and polar ionosphere not only confirmed the persisting116

existence of field-aligned currents, but also provided for the first time direct measurements117

of their magnitude and spatial distributions [Kotsiaros et al., 2019]. They revealed a large118

north-south asymmetry in the magnitude of FACs, with northern FAC amplitudes being119

about half of southern FAC ones.120

Furthermore, development for Juno of a multi-instrument method linking UV and IR121

spectro-imaging observations of the main auroral emission to in-situ magnetic field and122

electron precipitation observations made it possible to retrieve simultaneously the123

ionospheric components of field-aligned and horizontal currents that close the giant124

current loop connecting the magnetodisk to the ionosphere-thermosphere [e.g. Wang125

et al., 2021; Al Saati et al., 2022]. It revealed that, although in the southern hemisphere126

the upward FACs are always located equatorward of the downward FACs, the pattern for127

the northern hemisphere is more complex. In about 70% of the northern flybys studied by128

Al Saati et al. [2022], upward FACs are located on the equatorward side as well, while in129

the other northern flybys the opposite trend was observed. The latter trend indicates that130

the northern ionospheric plasma might be temporally in super-corotation, a phenomenon131

noted previously when studying the equatorial magnetic fields measured by Voyager 1 and132

2 [Hairston and Hill , 1986].133

In this paper, we contribute to the determination by Juno of the different interconnected134

components of the magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (MIT) coupling current135

systems at Jupiter. We determine from Juno magnetic field data alone the current system136

threading the magnetodisk and its coupling to field-aligned currents in the137

midnight-to-dawn local time sector covered by Juno during its prime mission. We first138

establish a spatial distribution of the height-integrated perpendicular current density I⊥139

in the magnetodisk, using Juno/MAG [Connerney et al., 2017; Connerney , 2017]140

observations of the magnetic fields during 404 magnetodisk crossings in the night-to-dawn141

sector identified by Liu et al. [2021]. Then, using current continuity, we determine FACs142
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from the divergence of I⊥. The FACs obtained highlight the contribution of azimuthal143

currents and allow one to divide the magnetodisk into three sub-regions with respect to144

their sign. In the remainder of the paper, we first describe the materials and methods145

(section 2), then present our results (section 3), and finally discuss them by comparison146

with previous publications (section 4).147

2 Materials and method148

2.1 Juno Observations of magnetodisk Crossings149

Because of Jupiter’s rotation and dipole tilt, Juno crosses the magnetodisk periodically.150

Figure 1a shows a representative crossing on August 30, 2017. The top three panels give151

the three components (Bx, By and Bz) of the magnetic fields in the JSO coordinate152

system during the crossing, whereas the fourth panel shows the magnitude (Bt). Before153

the crossing, Juno is located in the southern lobe, as indicated by the positive Bx and By.154

Then, Juno approaches the magnetodisk, showing as Bx, By and Bt gradually decrease to155

zero. Finally, Bx and By continue to decrease before reaching their most negative values,156

while Bt returns to its pre-crossing value, signaling the entry of Juno into the northern157

lobe.158

To analyze the crossing in a more appropriate reference frame, we transform the magnetic159

field into an LMN coordinate system, which is a local current sheet coordinate system160

determined by a minimum variance analysis (MVA) [Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998; Liu161

et al., 2021] of the observed field. The L axis of this coordinate system (denoted by xl,162

increasing outward) corresponds to the component of the magnetic fields changing most163

during crossings. According to the geometry of the magnetodisk [e.g. Khurana and164

Kivelson, 1989; Khurana, 1992], it represents the direction of the lobe magnetic field. As165

shown in Figure 3 of Liu et al. [2021], this direction is roughly radial at small radial166

distances to Jupiter and gradually rotates towards the azimuthzal direction as radial167

distance increases. The N axis (denoted by xn, increasing upward) corresponds to the168

direction along which the magnetic field changes most, or in other words, the direction of169

the gradient. This direction can be regarded as the normal to the magnetodisk. Finally,170

the M axis (denoted by xm, increasing eastward) completes the right-handed coordinates.171

As we will show in the following subsection, currents in the magnetodisk approximately172

flow in this direction. The bottom three panels of Figure 1a present the magnetic field in173
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the LMN coordinate system. Consistent with the definition above, most changes are seen174

in Bl, which is about −20 nT before the crossing, becomes zero near the magnetodisk175

center, and approaches about +20 nT at the end. On the other hand, Bn and Bm do not176

vary much during the whole crossing.177

2.2 Height-integrated Perpendicular Current Density I⊥178

Next, we compute I⊥ from the observed magnetic field profile. This can be done most179

easily in the LMN coordinates. To see this, we first write down the three components of180

the current density (jl, jm and jn) in terms of the magnetic field by virtue of Ampere’s181

law (neglecting displacement current)182 
jl =

1
µ0

(
∂Bn

∂xm
− ∂Bm

∂xn

)
jm = 1

µ0

(
∂Bl

∂xn
− ∂Bn

∂xl

)
jn = 1

µ0

(
∂Bm

∂xl
− ∂Bl

∂xm

) , (1)

where µ0 denotes the permeability of vacuum. Recalling the definition of the LMN183

coordinates, we have the ordering ∂
∂xm

∼ ∂
∂xl

≪ ∂
∂xn

. One can see that jn is much smaller184

than jm. jl should be much smaller than jm as well. On the one hand, the first term of jl185

is negligible according to the above ordering. On the other hand, since the variation of186

Bm between the two lobes is much smaller than that of Bl (which is also a property of the187

LMN coordinates), the second term of jl is also small compared to the first term of jm.188

Thus, the total current density j⃗ can be reduced to j⃗ ≈ jmx̂m, where x̂m represents a unit189

vector in the M direction.190

Further, following from the LMN ordering, the second term of jm should be much smaller191

than the first term. This statement can be tested directly by observations. As an192

estimate, we take ∂Bl

∂xn
∼ Bl

H and ∂Bn

∂xl
∼ ∂Bn

∂r , where r represents the radial distance to193

Jupiter and H the half-thickness of the magnetodisk. Taking these quantities from Liu194

et al. [2021] (their Figure 2 for H and Figure 4 for Bn and Bl as a function of r), we195

obtain |∂Bn

∂xl
|/| ∂Bl

∂xn
| <5%, supporting the above assertion of jm. Therefore, we can finally196

write197

j⃗ ≈ jmx̂m ≈ 1

µ0

∂Bl

∂xn
x̂m. (2)

This equation suggests that currents in the magnetodisk are approximately in the M198

direction and primarily depend on Bl.199
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On the basis of Equation (2), we define I⊥ explicitly in this study as200

I⊥ =

∫
jmdxn =

1

µ0

∫
dBl

dxn
dxn =

1

µ0
(Bl,n −Bl,s), (3)

where Bl,n and Bl,s represent the magnetic fields in the northern and southern lobes,201

respectively. To extract Bl,n from observations, we first identify the zero point of Bl in202

each crossing. Then, we isolate a one-hour interval before or after the zero point203

(depending on the direction of the crossing) when Juno is located in the northern lobe.204

Finally, we calculate the 95th percentile of Bl in this one-hour interval, and take it as205

Bl,n. Bl,s is obtained similarly. For the example shown in Figure 1a, Bl,n and Bl,s206

obtained in this way are marked by the blue and red dashed lines in the bottom panel,207

respectively. One can see that they capture well the features of the lobe magnetic fields.208

We then apply this method to the 404 magnetodisk crossings identified by Liu et al.209

[2021], which provides a spatial distribution of both the magnitude (I⊥) and direction210

(x̂m) of the magnetodisk currents.211

2.3 Field-aligned Current Density J∥212

Since the total current system has to be divergence-free, the FACs are related to the213

divergence of the magnetodisk currents. To calculate the latter, we have to transform the214

current density obtained in the LMN coordinates, which varies from crossing to crossing,215

to a global reference frame chosen to be the same for all crossings. Strictly speaking, this216

calculation of magnetodisk current divergence must take into account the non-planar217

shape of the magnetodisk mean position, as described by [e.g. Kivelson et al., 1978;218

Khurana, 1992]. Fortunately, Juno observations suggest several simplifications. First, all219

crossings are observed near the JSO x-y plane, since their JSO latitudes, shown in Figure220

2a, are very close to zero. Second, the lobe magnetic fields are approximately parallel to221

the JSO x-y plane. As shown in Figure 2b, in most crossings the angle of the L axis to222

the JSO x-y plane is close to zero. These two results suggest that magnetodisk crossings223

are well confined to the JSO x-y plane. Finally, Figure 2c shows that the angle from the224

M axis to the JSO x-y plane is generally small (see the black curve representing its225

average level), though some low-amplitude scatter is present. Taken altogether, inspection226

of the parameters plotted in Figure 2 suggests that magnetodisk currents are227

approximately aligned with the JSO x-y plane. This allows us to use in the remainder of228

this study the simplifying assumption that the magnetodisk and its embedded currents229
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are approximately confined to the JSO x-y plane, and to adopt a cylindrical coordinate230

system using the JSO z-axis as its polar axis. The relative error of this approximation can231

be estimated to be (1− cosα) ∼ 12%, where α represents the angles between relevant232

quantities and the JSO x-y plane estimated from Figure 2. In the following, we will see233

that this error is comparable with the statistical uncertainty in I⊥ caused by temporal234

variations, which suggests it is acceptable.235

Transformation of magnetodisk currents from the LMN coordinates to the global reference236

frame is straightforward. The magnitude is still I⊥, whereas the direction is given by the237

projection of x̂m onto the JSO x-y plane (a direction which is almost entirely determined238

by the L axis). Figure 1b shows how magnetodisk currents are distributed in the global239

reference frame, with colors giving their magnitude and the short lines giving their240

direction. Three features emerge: (1) At any given local time (ϕ), I⊥ decreases as the241

radial distance to Jupiter (r) increases. (2) At a fixed r, I⊥ decreases as ϕ increases. (3)242

At small r, magnetodisk currents are primarily in the azimuthal direction, and their radial243

component tends to increase with increasing r.244

Using the aforementioned definitions and approximation, we can now compute the245

divergence of magnetodisk currents. Since a cylindrical coordinate system is adopted here,246

we decompose these currents into their radial (Ir) and azimuthal (Ia) components, as247

illustrated in Figure 1c. In this way, one can write that the total current divergence248

vanishes as:249

J∥,n + J∥,s =
1

r

∂(rIr)

∂r
+

1

r

∂Ia
∂ϕ

, (4)

where J∥,n and J∥,s denote the FACs flowing between the magnetodisk and the northern250

and southern ionosphere, respectively. As mentioned in the Introduction, Juno251

observations show that these two quantities are generally unequal [Kotsiaros et al., 2019;252

Al Saati et al., 2022]. In the absence of direct information on their relative amplitudes in253

the data used for this study, we deal only with their average, J∥ = 1
2 (J∥,n + J∥,s). One can254

easily obtain J∥,n and J∥,s from J∥ by specifying a ratio of J∥,s to J∥,n.255

Further, for the sake of discussion, we designate two additional variables representing the256

relative contributions of Ir and Ia to J∥, Jr = 1
2
1
r
∂(rIr)
∂r and Ja = 1

2
1
r
∂Ia
∂ϕ .257
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2.4 Mapping to Ionosphere258

In order to be able to compare the field-aligned currents flowing out of the magnetodisk259

to their values observed in the ionosphere and polar magnetosphere by Juno, we map J∥260

along magnetic field lines to the ionosphere using the JRM33 model and the Connerney261

et al. [2020] magnetodisk model. First, we calculate the System III latitude (λS3) of the262

footprints of the crossings. Then we multiply J∥ by a factor Bi

Bn
to obtain the ionospheric263

FACs J∥,i, where Bi represents the magnitude of the magnetic fields at the ionosphere264

altitude.265

By checking the resulting distributions, we find that I⊥ is insensitive to the System III266

longitude of the crossings (ψs3). Therefore, the effects of ψs3 can be neglected in most267

parts of this study. However, ψs3 indeed significantly affects the mapping to the268

ionosphere, as λS3 is not only a function solely of JSO coordinates but also of ψs3. The269

implication is that different crossings which are close to one another in JSO coordinates270

are taken at different time and thus different ψs3. Therefore, strictly speaking, there is no271

unique footprint latitude for J∥. In order to reduce the effects of temporal variations272

between different crossings, J∥ is computed statistically from an average of several273

crossings. This procedure works well for the southern ionosphere, where magnetic fields274

are regular. But it fails for mapping to the northern ionosphere due to the highly twisted275

magnetic fields there. Hence, in what follows, we only show J∥,i in the southern276

ionosphere. In addition, we note our procedure of projections may add some artificial277

latitude spread to the latitude profile of J∥,i, as the field-aligned currents associated with278

the main aurora at different longitudes tends to map at different latitudes.279

3 Results280

3.1 Distributions of Ir and Jr281

Figure 3a shows the distribution of Ir in the JSO x-y plane. Although there is a large282

scatter due to temporal variations, a trend of Ir increasing at small r and decreasing at283

large r with increasing r can be identified unambiguously. To focus on this trend, we284

group Ir into several bins according to ϕ. On the one hand, we would like to maximize285

the number of bins, to remove the effects of ϕ. On the other hand, to get enough samples286

in each bin, the number of bins should be as small as possible. Moreover, the ϕ287

distributions of samples in each bin should be relatively uniform. The best compromise is288
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to use three bins of ϕ spanning from 0 hr to 2 hr, from 2 hr to 4 hr, and from 4 hr to 6289

hr. The three color-coded boxes in Figure 3a illustrate them.290

Figure 3b shows the radial profile of Ir in different ϕ bins. Inside r =60 RJ , Ir increases291

as r increases regardless of ϕ. Outside r =60 RJ , Ir is only available within 4 hr< ϕ <6292

hr. There, Ir shows a clear decreasing trend from r =60 RJ to r =80 RJ . An increasing293

trend is observed again at r >80 RJ . However, observations there might be contaminated294

by magnetopause currents. Thus, we do not discuss them further, although we still show295

them in the following figures for completeness.296

Figure 3c shows Jr derived from Ir, with positive and negative values indicating FACs297

flowing into and out of the magnetodisk (i.e., out of and into the ionospheres),298

respectively. Inside r =80 RJ , the overall pattern of Jr agrees well with the axisymmetric299

corotation enforcement model. Namely, at small r, Jr is positive and flows into the300

magnetodisk, whereas at larger r, Jr becomes negative and flows out of the magnetodisk.301

However, the total into-magnetodisk and out-of-magnetodisk FACs per radian of azimuth302

are highly imbalanced, with the former and latter being 25.9±6.1 MA/rad and 2.9±5.2303

MA/rad, respectively. This observation indicates that the whole current system cannot be304

closed solely with currents in the meridian plane. Instead, currents off the meridian plane305

must be involved to reach closure.306

3.2 Distributions of Ia and Ja307

Figures 3d-3f display Ia and Ja, with the same format as Figures 3a-3c. By comparing308

Figures 3a and 3d, we find that the magnitude of Ia (∼ 103 kA/RJ) is about one order of309

magnitude larger than Ir (∼ 102 kA/RJ), indicating Ia is the dominant component in310

terms of magnitude. Moreover, Ia has a spatial distribution similar to I⊥. It also311

decreases as r and ϕ increase. The dependence on r and ϕ can be seen more312

quantitatively in Figure 3e, which shows Ia as a function of ϕ in four r bins.313

The dependence of Ia on ϕ indicates the existence of nonzero Ja. Figure 3f displays Ja at314

different r. For the sake of presentation, this panel is divided into two sub-panels, with315

the top and bottom sub-panels showing Ja outside and inside r =40 RJ , respectively. Two316

features are noted. First, Ja is negative regardless of r, indicating a FAC flowing out of317

the magnetodisk. Second, the magnitude of Ja decreases sharply with increasing r.318
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Consequently, Ja is about twice the magnitude of Jr within 20 RJ < r <40 RJ , but319

becomes secondary at larger r, though |Jr| itself also decreases as r increases.320

3.3 Total FACs J∥321

Next, we combine Jr and Ja together to obtain J∥. When calculating Jr and Ja, the322

coordinate space of interest ([20-100] RJ×[0, 6] hr) is divided into r × ϕ bins with323

different manners (7× 3 for Jr and 4× 4 for Ja). To compute J∥, we first re-divide the324

whole space into 16×12 bins, then linearly interpolate Jr and Ja onto the new grids, and325

finally add them up. Figure 4a shows J∥ in the JSO x-y plane, with the warm and cool326

colors representing J∥ flowing from the conjugate ionospheres into the magnetodisk and327

from the magnetodisk into the conjugate ionospheres, respectively.328

The local time coverage is highly limited by the geometry of Juno orbits. Hence, here we329

primarily focus on the radial distributions. Figure 4b shows J∥ as a function of r within330

the 3.5 hr< ϕ <4.5 hr sector, where the whole radial extent from 20 RJ to 80 RJ is well331

covered by Juno. In terms of the sign of J∥, the magnetodisk can be divided into three332

subregions:333

1. 20-40 RJ : J∥ < 0. Ja is dominant in this subregion, although Jr reaches its most334

positive value there.335

2. 40-60 RJ : J∥ > 0. Jr and Ja are positive and negative, respectively. Jr is the336

dominant component in terms of magnitude in this subregion.337

3. 60-80 RJ : J∥ < 0. Both Jr and Ja are negative there.338

Interestingly, we note that Szalay et al. [2017] concluded to the existence of a similar339

three-sub-regions structure, based on plasma data taken by Juno/JADE [McComas et al.,340

2017] during the first science perijove of Juno.341

Figure 4b shows that the magnitude of J∥ is about a few kA/R2
J in general. To better342

capture the global balance of FACs, we calculate the total into-magnetodisk (I∥,+) and343

out-of-magnetodisk (I∥,−) FACs per radian of azimuth by integrating J∥ over344

corresponding radial extent. The results are I∥,+ =6.8±3.2 MA/rad and I∥,− =10.4±4.3345

MA/rad. Therefore, the total into-magnetodisk FACs are approximately balanced by the346

total out-of-magnetodisk FACs. There are no net FACs (I∥,+ − I∥,− = −3.6± 5.4347
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MA/rad) within the error range, which also implies that the divergence of radial348

magnetodisk currents is well balanced by that of azimuthal currents.349

3.4 Ionospheric FACs J∥,i350

Finally, we map J∥ to the southern ionosphere using the method described in section 2.5.351

Figure 4c shows the results. The most notable feature is the positive J∥,i spanning from352

the ∼ −70◦ latitude to the ∼ −78◦ latitude. As suggested by previous observations [e.g.353

Grodent et al., 2003], this latitude range corresponds to the main auroral emission.354

Theoretical considerations generally attribute the main auroral emission to upward FACs355

[e.g. Cowley and Bunce, 2001]. Our results based on equatorial observations thus confirm356

this suggestion. In addition, they provide the equatorial location corresponding to the357

main auroral emission, that is, ∼40 RJ < r < 60 RJ .358

4 Discussion359

In this section we discuss our calculations of the different current systems threading the360

Jovian magnetodisk in the midnight-to-dawn sector in the light of their implication on361

global radial mass transport in the disk, and compare them with estimates of these362

current systems based on previous observations. Some implications of our results on our363

current understanding of MIT coupling at Jupiter are drawn.364

4.1 Radial Mass Transport365

As suggested by corotation-enforcement models [Hill , 1979; Vasyliunas, 1983; Cowley and366

Bunce, 2001], Ir results from the balance of torques associated with radial currents in the367

equatorial plane and latitudinal currents in the ionosphere. In the equatorial plane, the368

electrodynamic torque exerted by the J×B force balances the net transport of angular369

momentum carried by radial plasma motions, which can be written as [also see Ray et al.,370

2014]371

Ṁ
d

dr
(r2ω) = 2πr2IrBn, (5)

where ω represents the angular velocity and Ṁ denotes the radial mass transport rate.372

We note Ir has been estimated in this study, while Bn has been modeled by Liu et al.373

[2021] as Bn = −2.3× 104r−2.58 nT. Therefore one can obtain either ω or Ṁ by specifying374

the other quantity. Here, we choose to derive Ṁ from previous observations of ω.375
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The grey dots in Figure 5 show the flow speed derived from Juno/JADE ion376

measurements by Kim et al. [2020] (their Figure 6). The solid curves display the quantity377

Vf = rω derived from Equation (5), or more explicitly,378

Vf =
r20
r
ΩJ +

1

r

2π

Ṁ

∫ r

r0

r2IrBndr, (6)

where ΩJ is Jupiter’s angular velocity (1.7735× 10−4 rad/s) and r0 is taken as 15 RJ , a379

radial distance where the magnetodisk is assumed to be in rigid corotation with the380

planet. One can see that the black curve corresponding to Ṁ = 1500 kg/s approximately381

represents the median levels of the flow speed, whereas the red curve corresponding to382

Ṁ = 2000 kg/s and the blue curve corresponding to Ṁ = 1000 kg/s fit the upper and383

lower envelopes, respectively. From Figure 5, we conclude that a radial mass transport384

rate of ∼1500 kg/s matches Juno observations of the magnetodisk currents and flow speed385

best.386

4.2 Comparison with Previous magnetodisk Current Observations387

In light of their importance, electric currents in Jupiter’s MIT coupling system have for388

two decades been broadly studied. In this subsection, we compare our results with three389

previous representative studies also based on magnetodisk observations: Khurana [2001],390

Ray et al. [2014] and Lorch et al. [2020]. The first two works were based on Galileo data,391

whereas the third one included all jovian missions and flybys before July 2018, including392

an early set of Juno orbits.393

The radial profiles of Ir obtained by the three studies and ours show similar unimodal394

structures, although the detailed location of the peak is somewhat different (ranging from395

30 RJ to 60 RJ). Besides, Khurana [2001], Lorch et al. [2020] and our study (also Nichols396

and Cowley [2022] who showed Ir in some particular cases) obtain similar magnitude of397

Ir. For example, all these studies find Ir of about 500 kA/RJ at r ∼50 RJ , ϕ ∼6 hr.398

However, the value of Ir given by Ray et al. [2014] is only about half of ours. This399

difference might be explained by the radial mass transport rate (∼1000 kg/s) used by Ray400

et al. [2014] to compute I⊥, which is smaller than the value inferred from our observations401

(∼1500 kg/s).402

Regarding Jr, the results obtained by our study are slightly different from the three403

previous papers. We find that Jr is negative within 60 RJ < r <80 RJ , while they showed404
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a positive Jr at all r in the midnight-to-dawn sector. However, the differences are small,405

as all four papers show |Jr| within 60 RJ < r <80 RJ is close to zero.406

Khurana [2001], Ray et al. [2014] and our study all investigated Ja and found that it flows407

from the magnetodisk into the ionosphere in the midnight-to-dawn sector. Our results408

especially highlight the effects of Ja at small r. Our Figure 4 shows that Ja dominates J∥409

within 20 RJ < r <40 RJ , and that the latter is directed from the magnetodisk to the410

ionosphere there. In contrast, Khurana [2001] and Lorch et al. [2020] found that J∥ flows411

into the magnetodisk at all r. Consequently, in our picture, the into-magnetodisk FACs412

are roughly balanced by the out-of-magnetodisk FACs within the midnight-to-dawn413

sector, whereas Khurana [2001] and Lorch et al. [2020] required out-of-magnetodisk FACs414

at other local time (e.g., duskside) to close the into-magnetodisk FACs in the415

midnight-to-dawn sector.416

4.3 Comparison with Juno Polar Observations417

Finally, we compare our results with Juno observations of FACs over Jupiter’s polar418

regions. Interestingly, the magnitude of J∥,i obtained in our study based on magnetodisk419

measurements is very close to those inferred from Juno polar measurements. Kotsiaros420

et al. [2019] analyzed magnetic field variations detected during Juno transits through421

polar regions. They estimated a total downward FAC integrated over azimuth of ∼58 MA422

in the southern hemisphere and ∼24 MA in the northern hemisphere, corresponding to a423

north-south averaged current density of ∼6.5 MA/rad that roughly agrees with ours424

(I∥,− =10.4±4.3 MA/rad).425

By combining Juno multi-instrument data and modeling tools, Wang et al. [2021] and426

Al Saati et al. [2022] surveyed FACs and their other defined ”MIT coupling Key427

Parameters” comprehensively during Juno magnetic footprint traversals of the main428

auroral emission. They found peak values of FACs (both upward and downward) in the429

northern and southern hemispheres of about 1 µA/m2 and 2 µA/m2, respectively. These430

results are comparable with our results shown in Figure 4c. In addition, assuming431

longitudinal homogeneity of currents for simplicity, Wang et al. [2021] estimated from the432

perijove 3 flyby that the total FAC entering/leaving the southern hemisphere is close to433

∼66 MA, also consistent with our estimates.434
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However, two significant differences appear between our equatorial and these previous435

polar observations. First, the latter generally found a two-subregion structure with an436

upward FAC on the equatorward side and a downward FAC on the poleward side, except437

for a minor fraction of northern flybys for which Al Saati et al. [2022] observed the438

opposite trend. In contrast, our study finds an additional downward FAC on the439

equatorward side of the upward FAC. The absence of this additional downward FAC in440

polar observations might be explained by the different ranges of local time covered by441

Juno equatorial observations (the midnight to dawn quadrant) and polar observations442

(noon-dusk quadrant in the southern hemisphere, 15 to 21 LT for the northern443

hemisphere), as shown by figure 11 of Al Saati et al. [2022].444

Another difference appears between the latitudinal width of the main region of upward445

currents estimated from the different studies: Figure 6 of Al Saati et al. [2022] shows that446

it is on the order of 2 degrees at most for the southern hemisphere, while in our study447

(figure 4c), the full width at half maximum of our FACs projected on the southern448

hemisphere is on the order of 5 degrees. This may be due to the LT variations in449

latitudinal width of the main auroral emission, or possibly to the slight dispersion in450

latitude produced by our projections of magnetodisk crossings at different longitudes (see451

our discussion in section 2.4). To resolve this discrepancy, future observations of polar and452

equatorial currents covering the same local times will be critical.453

5 Summary454

The main focus of this paper is the determination of electric currents in Jupiter’s455

magnetodisk in the midnight-to-dawn sector. Based on Juno observations of 404456

magnetodisk crossings, we first established the spatial distribution of the height-integrated457

perpendicular current density I⊥ in the magnetodisk. Then, we decomposed I⊥ into its458

radial (Ir) and azimuthal (Ia) components, and calculated from their divergence their459

respective contributions Jr and Ja to the total FACs (J∥ = Jr + Ja) connecting the460

magnetodisk to the two conjugate ionospheres. This led us to the following main findings:461

1. Ia decreases from ∼2000 kA/RJ at r ∼20 RJ to ∼400 kA/RJ at r ∼100 RJ , whereas462

Ir is ∼ 102 kA/RJ at all r.463

2. Jr flows into and out of the magnetodisk inside and outside of r =60 RJ , respectively.464

After integrating Jr over the corresponding radial extent, the total into-magnetodisk465
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currents (25.9±6.1 MA/rad) are found to be significantly larger than the total466

out-of-magnetodisk currents (2.9±5.2 MA/rad).467

3. Within the local time range covered, Ia decreases with increasing ϕ, leading to a Ja468

flowing out of the magnetodisk at all r, thus breaking the local time symmetry of the469

magnetosphere in this local time quadrant.470

4. J∥ flows out of the magnetodisk (∼ −10 kA/R2
J ) inside r =20 RJ , into the magnetodisk471

(∼ 4 kA/R2
J) between 40 RJ and 60 RJ , and again out of the magnetodisk (∼ −1.5472

kA/R2
J) outside of 60 RJ . The total FACs in and out of the magnetodisk nearly exactly473

balance, within the error range, after integrating J∥ over the whole domain of study.474

5. Using the estimates of Ir from this study and radial profiles of the magnetic field Bn475

orthogonal to the magnetodisk and of the plasma rotation rate ω obtained in previous476

studies, we have been able to estimate that the radial mass transport rate in the477

magnetodisk is close to ∼1500 kg/s.478
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Figure 1. Juno observations of a magnetodisk crossing and the height-integrated currents

in the magnetodisk. (a) Magnetic fields observed by Juno/MAG during a magnetodisk cross-

ing on August 30, 2017. From top to bottom, the panels give the x, y, and z components in

the JSO coordinates, the magnitude, and the n, m, and l components in the LMN coordinates.

The blue and red lines in the bottom panel mark the values of Bl,n and Bl,s, respectively. (b)

Height-integrated perpendicular current density in the global reference frame, with the colors

representing the magnitude and the short lines giving the direction. (c) Schematics showing how

to calculate the field-aligned currents from the divergence of magnetodisk currents. The global

reference frame is used to present the involved quantities.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. The geometry of the LMN coordinates. (a) The JSO latitude of the magnetodisk

crossings, with the grey dots corresponding to individual crossings and the black squares repre-

senting the mean value in each radial distance bin. (b) The angle from the L axis to the JSO x-y

plane. (c) The angle from the M axis to the JSO x-y plane.
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Figure 3. Height-integrated perpendicular current density and its divergence. (a) The height-

integrated radial current density Ir. (b) Ir in three different local time bins. (c) The radial

gradient of Ir. (d-f) Similar to panels a-c, but showing the height-integrated azimuthal current

density Ia. Error bars represent standard uncertainty.
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Figure 4. Field-aligned current density J∥. (a) The JSO x-y plane distribution of J∥. Positive

(warm color) and negative (cool color) values represent J∥ flowing into the magnetodisk (out of

the ionosphere) and out of the magnetodisk (into the ionosphere), respectively. (b) J∥ within 3.5

hr<local time<4.5 hr, as a function of the radial distance to Jupiter. (c) Similar to panel b but

shows J∥ mapped to the southern ionosphere. Shadowed areas in panels b and c mark the regions

of positive (upward) field-aligned currents. Error bars represent standard uncertainty.
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rigid corotation

Figure 5. Radial mass transport rate. The grey dots show flow speed obtained by Kim et al.

[2020] based on Juno/JADE ion observations. The dashed line shows rigid corotation speed. The

three solid curves show the flow speed derived from Equation (5), with the red, black and blue

curves corresponding to the radial mass transport rate of 1000 kg/s, 1500 kg/s and 2000 kg/s,

respectively.
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